
Steve Weber, a.k.a. Forrest Gump, is a professional speaker who works 
with companies and organizations to improve individual and 
organizational performance. Using the persona, wit,  and wisdom 
of  Forrest Gump, Steve delivers interactive, lively, and motivational 
programs.  His talks include keynotes, breakouts, seminars, and 
meal functions  --  all seen through the eyes of  Forrest Gump.

Life is Like a Box of  Chocolates •	
Stupid is as Stupid Does •	
Genetic Luck, a Bad Haircut, and the Idiot Part Comes Natural•	

        
See the Forest through the Trees•	
And That’s all I’ve Got to Say About That!•	

Topics include:

Forrest Gump
Steve Weber as

S P E A K E R

a Tribute

Make Your Next  Meeting Memorable  & Impactful

Dealing with Uncertainty, Mastering Change

Overcome Your Fear of  Failure, Positive Thinking

Leveraging Your Strengths, Goal Development

Strategic Thinking, Strategic Planning

Listening Skills, Communication

Besides being a speaker, Steve Weber has been the 
international spokesperson in portraying Forrest Gump for 
the Bubba Gump Shrimp Co. He has appeared on hundreds 
of news broadcasts and national news shows including 
Entertainment Tonight and Fox & Friends. Steve, as Forrest 
Gump,  has been seen and heard by millions.

“He (Steve Weber) has the right amount of  dementia and 
enough tongue-in-cheek humor (as Forrest Gump) to be a 
believer ... and have fun with it.”  
Bill Cooper, The Punxsutawney Spirit

Testimonials

Steve’s uncanny resemblance to Forrest Gump, the timbre of 
his voice and just enough southern drawl delights, amuses, and inspires the people 
who hear Steve or Forrest.  Steve has an outgoing personality and comedian-like sense 
of humor that leaves people laughing and feeling as if they’ve just met the real Forrest 
Gump ... stupid is as stupid does!

“The movie Forrest Gump 
entertained, inspired and made 
people feel good. Steve Weber 
brings the Gump character to life 
in a way that recreates all the positive 
feelings you had when you first watched 
the movie. His portrayal of  a character 
from fiction that has become a cultural icon is 
most impressive.”   Mark Sanborn, CSP Speaker 
and Author of The Fred Factor

“Weber (as Forrest Gump) may as well exude nitrous 
oxide for all the giddy goodwill his presence incites.”   
Traci Hukill, San Jose Metro

“As a speaker who has delivered more than 2,500 presentations 
over 20 years, I have seen hundreds of  speakers and Steve Weber 
is one of  the best. Steve Weber, as Forrest Gump, not only inspires, 
entertains and motivates -- he also informs.”
Arnold Sanow, CSP Speaker and Author of  5 books including 
Get Along with Anyone, Anytime, Anywhere!



Forrest Gump
Steve Weber as

S P E A K E R

a Tribute

Speaking Topics Include:

Laugh at yourself  ... all the way to the Bank •
5 Steps to Develop your own Core Values •
3 Simple Methods to Leverage your Strengths •
3 Reliable Tricks to Overcome your Weaknesses •
And more ... •

Everyone is born with natural attributes and qualities. Learn to recognize your strengths and limitations -- your genetic luck. Along the 
paths of  life, you’ll be required to do things that you don’t like or are unpleasant -- you’ll decide to get a bad haircut. With a positive at-
titude and the willingness to see the glass half  full, you’ll be able to proudly proclaim, “The idiot part comes natural.” Recognize the 
hidden benefits of  laughing at yourself  and with others. When you follow your heart and are true to your core values, you will start having 
more fun and increase your odds for success in business, family, and life.

Genetic Luck, A Bad Haircut, and the Idiot Part Comes Natural – When Life Gives You Lemons, Make
                         Lemonade     

Goal Development
Leveraging Your Strengths

7 Reasons why Winners don’t let Details get in the Way of  Success •
5 Simple Questions to ask yourself  when Planning your Day •
3 Ways to Always remain Focused on the Ultimate Goal •
4 Ways to Prevent Inaction from Derailing Your Plans •
And more … •

Achieve more success and happiness by learning to focus on what is REALLY important. In other words, learn to see the forest though 
the trees. In the information age, we are bombarded by facts, details, websites, commercials and information. To not only survive, but 
thrive, you must be able to separate the wheat from the chaff  and concentrate on both the big picture and what is important. A focused and 
determined mindset might just make you a ping-pong champion, a star football player, or a shrimpin’ magnate ... just like Forrest Gump.

See the Forest through the Trees – Unless You Know Where You’re Going, Any Path Will Take You There

Strategic Planning
Strategic Thinking

7 Easy Ways to Communicate Clearly •
5 Ways to be more Witty, Better Remembered & Earn More $$$ •
3 Money Making Reasons WHY Simple Concepts trump Elaborate Scenarios •
5 Methods to use IMMEDIATELY to Improve your Listening Skills •
And more ... •

You have two ears and one mouth. The people who get the most out of  life listen ten times more than they talk. This session concentrates on 
sharing strategies to help you know what to say, when to say it, and when to keep your mouth shut. We will develop ways to say more by say-
ing less. You will learn how to focus on the bottom line quickly and efficiently ...  just as Forrest seemed to understand when saying no more 
was enough.  Learn to be a better salesperson, boss, employee, husband, wife, or parent; all by developing the confidence in your convictions 
and limiting the need for options that don’t fit with your core values and life goals ... and that’s all I’ve got to say about that!

And That’s all I’ve Got to Say About That! – Less is More!!!

Communication
Listening Skills

Eliminate Uncertainties ... 3 keys to Making Great Decisions •
How to Make the Right Choices 97.2% of  the Time  •
Boost Your Luck ... Create Your Own Reality  •
5 Steps to Becoming More Decisive  •
And more ... •

Life is uncertain, there are no guarantees. Forrest’s mother taught him how to accept the realities of  life, hence, “Life is like a box of  
chocolates!” Learn to follow your heart and achieve success against all odds. With a strong moral compass, single-minded determination, 
and a “never give up” attitude, you will be rewarded with greater success and the ability to make your own luck.

Life is Like a Box of  Chocolates – Your Choices Today equal Sweet Success Tomorrow

Mastering Change
Dealing with Uncertainty

It REALLY is OK to make Mistakes •
3 Steps to Conquer Your Fear of  Failure •
5 Proven Ways to Keep a Positive Outlook Day in and Day out •
3 Ways to Boost Your Confidence -- NOW!  •
And more ... •

No one is perfect -- especially YOU! Learn step-by-step tips, tools and solutions to accept life’s roadblocks and detours, roll with the punches, 
and keep a positive attitude throughout all of  life’s trials and tribulations ... just as Forrest Gump’s mother taught him how to say, “Stupid is 
as stupid does.” By combining a positive attitude with determination and perseverance, you will overcome adversity, turn obstacles into 
opportunities, and most importantly -- Achieve the Success You Deserve! 

Stupid is as Stupid Does – 7 Keys to Turn Obstacles into Opportunities

Overcome Your Fear of Failure

Positive Thinking

Forrest Gump is a fictitious character created in the book Forrest Gump, Winston Groom (1986) and the movie Forrest Gump, Paramount Pictures (1994).
Steve Weber has been a Tribute Artist portraying Forrest Gump since 1996 and is also known as (a.k.a.) Forrest Gump.


